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A v.ariety of methods have been u sed for measuring blood flow 
in large vessels. However, almost all of these methods are 
unsuitable for measuring perfusion flow in tissue. 
Basic ally all attempts at p_erfusion flow measur ement have used 
either a tracer method (radio-active dyes, mi cro spheres) l, 2 or a: 
thermal method where the rate of heat clearance from a heated probe 
is used as a measur a of local flow. Tracer· methods suffer from 
the fact that they give essentially a single meas urem en t of flow 
and this only after tissue has . been removed and analysed. Thermal 
methods on the other hand can give ~continuous measurement. What 
is actually being measured in the tf,.e rmal method is the apparent 
thermal conduc tivity of the tissue in the immediate vicinity of 
the prob e . The apparent thermal conductivity incr eases with flow 
as heat from the probe is not only conducted away by the surrounding 
tissue but is also c arried away by ' the perfusing fluid. The way 
in which local perfusion is related to thermal conductivity and 
the method s us e d to measure thermal conductivity have led to 





This work deals with instrum ent at ion to eliminate some sources 
of error in thermal methods and automate the whole measur em ent 
proc edur e .' It also includes a critic al review of th e rmal methods 













1. Velocity Flow Measurement using Thermal Methods. 
Local perfusion flow measurement using thermal methods has much 
in common with ve.loci ty measurement using thermal methods and thus 
velocity measurement is discussed first. 
Hot "Wire" Anemometry. 
1.1 King's Law. 
Hot wire anemometry is a very well established measurement 
technique used ext'ensively by aeronautical and mechanical engineers. 
The basic ideas and the theory behind the operation of the hot wire 
anemometer were developed by King in an elegant paper in 19145 • 
King showed that the power P necessary to · maintain a wire at a 
temperature .6 T higher than that of the fluid flowing past the 
wire at velocity V was related to the velocity by the equations 
p 
p - D - log tv 
(high velocities) 
( low v e 1 o c.i ti es) 
A, B, C, D c_onstants dependent on 
wire and fluid 
b,T = ( T wire - T fluid) 
1.11 
1. .12 





(sometimes with slight modifications)
10 
both for hot 
w~re and hot thermistor anemometers. 
Equation 1.12, on the other hand, is usually conveniently 
ignored as it is rather more difficult to "curve fit" and 
applies to extremely s low flows. In practice over a limited 
range of very slow flows P seems approximately proportional 













Kramers has derived empiric ally more accurate equations 
de scribing heat transfer in terms of the dim ensionless Reynoldt, 
Prandtl and Nusselt nu,mbers. However, King's law in simple form 
gives quite a good approximation and is used in the following 
di_scussion. 
The term A6T represents power lost by conduction 
_l 
and BV2 ~ T the power lo st by "fore ed " convection. 
Rewriting 1. 11 in terms of the resistance R of the wire 
and the current L which flows through it : 
1.13 
Notice that R is a weak function of T for a metal {wire} 
(Pt 
_..,,. _...,, + o, 3% / 0 c) 
and that R is a st_ronge:ir function of T for a thermistor 
( typ. 
,.._, -3 to - 4%. / 0 c). -
1.2 Cons tant Current Op eration. 
In this mode_ of operation I is maintained constant in equation 
1. 13 . Let /:::,. T be the t emperature difference at zero flow and, 
0 -
as suming T fluid r emain s constant, then for a wire anemometer operated 
with small 6. T
0 
this approximates to constant power (P
1
) since R 
changes only slight l y for a change of L\ T
0 
1 
Hence = (A + BV2 ) . .6T and _l y2 
· p 
= 1 1 B ( £::.. T . - A} _ 
Thus /J. T varies inversely with velocity. 
1. 21 
To me asur e flow _;.elo city b T is measured eith er by looking at the 
volt age across R or with a separate temperature sensor . Notice 
that equation 1.21 indic ate s that sensitivity decreases rapidly as 












constant, if the velocity sudden l y decreases, the time taken for the 
hot wirff to reach the new equilibrium temperature is considerably 
longer than the equil~brium time for a similar increase in velocity . 
In electrical enginee:;-ing terms the "slew rate" and settling time 
are not the same for an increase in flow as for a decrease in ilow. 
Thi s is a result of the fact that heat is injected at a con s tant 
rate to establish a particular temperature gradient in the fluid 
under a decrease in flow, whi le heat can be transported away 
rapidly under an increase in flow. establishing the new temperature 
gradi ent almost immediately . 
For a hot th ermistor anemometer with a much larger (n egative) 
temperature coefficient the situ ation is more complicated since the 
power injected change s substantially with A  . This improves the 
sensitivity at higher velocities as the power injected increase s 
somewhat with flow . In practice, since a large .6T cannot be used 
for physi_ological probes, the increase in power is not appreciable. 
For example, assume 6 T max = 5° C • 
Typically temperature coefficient of thermi stor~4% /° C • 
Then b,.R max ~ 20 % Hen-ce maximum power increase ~ 20 %. 
A practical probl em of constant current operation is possib l e 
prob e burnout on removal from a hig h thermal conductivity fluid 
(the injected power must be quite high for reasonab le sensitivity 
in the fluid) . 
1. 3 Op eratinn at Constant-Temp erature Di.ff'er ence . 
By using suitable circuitry which adjusts the power injected (P) 
the temperat u re difference ( i6.T) (equation L 11) can be maintained 
constant. 














ThLs equation is readily solveable by a simpl e hard wired analo gue 





Since ~Ti s maintained c onstant b y adjusting the power injected, 
the se-ttling time for. a decrease in flow is considerably fas ter 
than it i s for constant current operation. Under this condition 
the prob e ' s fr e quency resp-onse is also improved . For measuring 
pulsatile flow a wide frequency response is essential. If the 
frequency response is inadequat e , then the probe eff ec tively 
averages the pulsatile non-linear velocity signal prior to 
linearization. This makes m·eaningful liilearization impossible. 
In particular for meas uring pul satile blood flow in som e of the 
· t · ·d f · t · 9 maJor ar eries a wi e requency r esponse is essen ial . 
constant 
temp 





v x p (P-AAT) 
multiplier minus square 
Vel 
probe 
Fig.l. Princip le of Constant-T emperature-
Diff erence Lin ear i zer . . 
Sect i on 1 
Summary Cons tant current systems suffer fr om long s ettling timas , 
poor fiequ ency re s pon s e, possible probe burnout and large temp e r atur e 
diff erences at s low flows. The output is non-lin ear and difficult 
to curve fit . Constant-temperature- dif f e r ence op er ation yields 
faster response, faster settling , probe burnout not possible and curve 
fitting is generally eas i er . However circui try i s more complicat ed 
than with constant current syst"ems . Bo th system s r equ i re 
comp ensation f or changes in fluid temperature . This is u sually 














Z. Thermal Metho.ds for Blood Flow Measurement in Large Vessels. 
2.1 The thermostromuhr method for measuring blood flow, first 
descrl.bed by .Rei·n i·n 1928
11 ' 12 , d t · al f was use ex ensiv y or some years, 
. th d . f . t . 13 ' 14 t . 1 . t t . wi some mo i ica ions , un i l was to ally d~scredited by a 
15 16 17 . . 
number of critic al papers ' ' which showed that gross errors 
were routinely possible and results could be ambiguo.us. In this 
method a high frequency current is passed through electrodes placed 
on opposite sides of a vessel to heat the blood flowing past. The 
increase in temperature of the fluid on the downstream side of the 
electrodes is measured, being some inverse functi-0n of flow. Al though 
thi.s method is only of historical interest now, one of the sources of 
error was due to heat transport by local p~rfusion. That is local 
perfusion in tissues surrounding the vessel as well as blood flow 
15 
in the · vessel was being measured! 




is similar to a 
constant current hot wire anemometer with the hot wire plac e d 




This introduces a larg e number of additional sources of 
2.Z Most flow-measuring systems measure velocity and volume 
flow rate i s then obtained by multiplying by the cross- sectional 
. 18 19 20 
area of the vessel. Th ermal dilution techniqu es ' ' measure 
volume flow rat e directly . A thermal indicator (usually saline) . 
is introduced into the bloodstre am at high vel9city to promote compl ete 
mixing. The t emperature of the blood Tb , the indicator Ti and 













6 . . 




where Q. = volume flow rate of indicator. 
L 
The constant K depends on sp_ecific heat and 
density of both blood and indicator and hence 
thi-s varies slightly with haematocri t. 
The. calculati.on is u sually performed using a hard wired analogue 
computer giving a direct readout
20
. The disadvantage of thermal 
dilution techni ques i s that they are single point and cannot be 
used for continuous measurements. 
Z: 3 A number of papers describing what effectively are constant 
current hot "wire" anemometer:s for blood ve:loci ty measurement have 












. In 1933 Gibbs 25 described 
the first anemomet er-type probe which he used for me asuring both 
flow velocity in large vessels and local perfusion in tissue. (See 
Section 3.) This pr:obe consisted of a constantan wire heat er and 
thermocouple temperature sensor. (Se e fig. 2.-31.) 
Wiring diagram of needle blood flo~v r ecorder. 
Solid line, copper wire ; dotted line, iron wi re ; broken line, const:inta n wire. 
J 1 and J 2, thermojunC:tions; K, constant tempe rature box; P, potc ntiomcteT 
wi th b, source or known E. :'.\(. I-'. ; G, galvanometer; q, length of constantan useJ 
:<s heating element; A, milli:l.mmcter; B, battery; R, variable resistance. I nser t 
shows large scale draw ing of uee cllo tip. 












Gibbs alternately measured flow and blo-od temp_erature by 
switching th
1
e constantan heater on · and off. He could thus test 
whether flow artifacts were being introduced by slow variations in 
blood temp erature . . He also suggested that by placing the 
reference (.cold) thermocouple j~ction in the same vessel more 
rapid temperature changes could be automatically compensated for. 
In 1944 Benn et and co-workers
21 
at Harvard University 
published an excell ent paper on a cannulated constant curr ent hot 
wire flowrn et er. (Fig. No . 2."32 .} The cannula they used reduces errors 
due to changes in the caliber of the vessel which Gibbs 25 had 
mentioned as a possible source 'of error when probe s are calibrated in 
terms of volume flow instead of velocity. More important, however, 
it maintained the probes at a fixed p_osi tion near the centre of the 
vessel so that the s lower blood velocity at the ve sse l wall was 
not measured . The major contribution of this pap_er was not the 
car efu lly d evelop ed hardw.are but rather the discussion of most . 
source s of error inherent in thermal methods of det ermining blood 
flow, a numb er of which had not been appreciated by previous workers 
and some of which do not se em to have been appreciated by subsequent 
workers. 
( a) 
The most important criticisms were : 
"Thermal methods cannot be r elied upon to record 
rapid phasic changes in fluids involving phases 
of very slow flow or of complete s toppage . The 
thermal l ag of fluid surrounding the heated 
elemen t is such th at several seconds may be 
required f o r equil ib rium to be attained after 
flow stops ." 
(b) . "Uneven temperature in various portions of a 
given blood stream in a vessel may be present" 
( especially near the junction of two vesse ls) 
"to a d egree sufficient to cause. temperature 
changes in the heated e l ement ~ falsely 












( c) "The temperature of the heated element does not 
bear a linear relationship to flow. Hence, when 
pulsatile. flow changes are present, an in.tegrati_on 
of voltage · OL resi s tance changes by a recording 
system will not represent a true mean f .low." 
(Al though not directly stated her.e by the authors, 
this also app·lies to integration inherent in a 
slow probe response time i.e. poor frequency 
response.) 
(.d) "Fluid moving 1.11 either direction cools a heated 
element equally w:eJ.l, and, hence, phasic back 
flow will record as forward flow." (This is 
true but errors tend to cancel at v .ery slow·. 
flows as warmed fluid ' is carried back to 


























I \ If ~ . 
.-::.-!: = -:;:-::: =·°' d'!=a. 
A· COPPER LEAD WIRES 
B· STAY YllRE 
C· FLASTIC TUSING 
0· PLASTIC SEAL 
LE GEHO 
C • HOT JU Ne TI OH 
r • CC(.0 JUHCTION 
C· NICHSletlE HEATER 




I· HOT CHROllEL OR COPPER 
J· COLO CHROllEL OR COPPER 
It· l.IETAL OR PLASTIC CANNULA 
. L• BEADS 
DIAGRA~nrATIC C Ross S ECTt o:-; A:>D L o:>Gn c o 1:-;AL S ECTJO:-; OF FLO'i'.~I ETER C.-1si-; u LA 















The authors concluded that, even though their equipment was 
more accurate ( accu:r:acy ± 10% in model experiments) than thait of 
pnevious workers 
"the.se limitations, when combined with the gre.at 
difficulty encountered in att.emp_ting to free completely 
the heated element from varying environmental 
factors, appear to be suff.icient to render. 
unlikely the development of a veiy satisfactory 
blood flow recording system utilizing the · the:r:mal 
p_rinciple:." 
The above criticisms, al though valid, have: been overcome or.. 
r.educ ed by more modern instrumentation and constant-tempe.rature-





has described a numb e.r. of constant-current 
probes using two thermistors connected in a bridge cir.cui t for 
temperature compensation and sensing. His mo st :r:ecen t paper 
( 1973) describes a catheterised probe with modern instrumentation 
to simplify operation. The heater is constantan wire attached 
to a small silver tube. wh ch is partially exposed to the blood . 
( Fig. No. Z. 33. ) 
-
Fig.No. 2-: 33. 
constantan wire 0 ·05mm dia. 
I 
catheter 
Construction of l/owmeter, showing catheter 
and thermistors. Th e arrows show heat loss by 
convection from the silver tube 
Sources of error, however, are the same as listed by Bennet et al 
above. In fact, the probe probably has a longer settling time 
due to the additional th ermal capacity of the silver. The injected 












and could cause high probe temper atures at slow flows. Considering 
these factors this probe seems suitable only for determination of 
non-pulsat i le high velocities. 
24 
Juhasz designed a hyp-odermic probe containing two 
thermistors. In this design the thermistors are connected in 
a bridge configuration so that self heating of both thermistors 
occurs. (This is also similar to early work of Delaunois.} One 
thermistor exp-osed to flow is cooled by forc ed convection, while 
the second thermistor inside_ th e probe is designed to compensate 
the bri.dge for slow temperature variations of the blood. The 
design requirements of not sensillg flow by having a large thermal 
resistance from the second thermistor to the blood and yet sensing 
temperature changes ra~idly seem incompatibl e . Juhasz claimed 
only qualitative results for his p_robe, p_artly because of the long 
time constant of his flow sensor. Simple circ.ui try could operate 
the_ two thermistors at diff_erent power leve ls making the design 
compromise for the temperature sensor unnecess:ary. However, the 
problems associated with constant-current op_eration would still 
remain. 
z. 4 Con stant-Temp er ature-Diff e r enc e Blood Velocity Met er s . 
Therm al blood flowmeters operating at a constant temperature 
differ ence_ (s omet im es called iso t h ermal flowmeters} date_ from 
the lat e- nineteen fi f ties at a tiine- when discrete operational 
amplifiers were s tarting to be widely u sed . Melland er and 
Rushmer 27 in 19 59 described such a flowmeter using a catherterised 
probe containing a compensated thermistor temperature senso r and 
con stantan wire heater. The. voltage supplied to the heater was 
controlled by feedback from the t emperature sensor and power 
deliver e d to the h eate r was measured by squaring the voltage. 
Accuracy in model experiments was 5% for a decade range of 
flow rate_s . Ov er this rang e the output was lin ear l y proportional 












King's law to be at least approximately obeyed. One possible 
explanation is probe construction. With a separate temperature 
sensor and heater it might be. possible that with increased flow: 
a temp erature gradient wou.ld be established from heater to sensor. 
Und er thes e. conditions the temperature difference from heater to 
blood established by the feedback'would increase with flow tending to 
linearize the response. This linearization would be critically 
dependent on mechanic al construction of the p_rob e • 
. Bellhouse and B ellhouse
28
- in 1968 described the construction 
of thin film platinum probe.s for blood velocity measurement.(Fig.2 . .41) 
'""'~--
Pla t inum : : 




Capper lea ds 
0 ·75 mm 




(a) Constniction o f Hush-mounted prub~; 
(b) const ruction of element for needle probe 
Thin film velocity probe in hypodermic needle 
of 0 · 75 mm outsiue diameter 
Fig • . 2 • . 41. 
Sinc e this is a thin film probe it offers a wide frequency response 
althoug h sens itivity is an order of magnitude low er than that of 
a th ermistor probe. Th e au tho rs used general purpose Di s a ( R) x 
anemometry equip_ment for constant temperatur e op eration and 


































1 2 . 
linearization (King's Law). No temperature compensation was 
employed to maintain constant temperature difference so large 
errors could be expected from blood temperature variations . 
This probe should be capable of h i gh performance w·ith suitable 
instrumentation. 
Grahn et al in 1968
29 
described a catheter tip constant-
temperature- diff e rence flowmeter u sing thermistors . This 
d esign used - a se l f - balancing bridge in which the thermistor acts 
as both temperature. sens o r and heater . Wi th this mode of op era ti.on 
a bandwidth of greater than 100 Hz. was achieved . (. This is better. 
than most e1ectromagnetic f l owmeters which usually have a l imited 
hlndwi dth to reduce. spu rious e.m . . g •. , e. e . g . and noise signals ! ) 




P = ( E + F log V) .6. T 2 . 4 1 
E, F ~onstants 
V b l oo d velocity 
P p ower supplied to heater 
( t h e thermistor) 
LiT temperature difference 
blood to heater ( maintained constant ) 
LOG VE LOCITY c m set-1 
10 ~o 100 


















temp er atur es . 
Notice 
dis sip at ion 
factor is a 
weak functi on 














Power was measured using a mul tipli_er with the output using anti-log 













,-----------~---...:... ____ _) .; 
LOG v 
Instrumenta tion block 
diagram. RThi = velocity sensor; 
RThz = temperature sensor; 
R Th3 = direction sensor; E and 
I = veloci ty sensor voltage and 
current ; A, +1/B, -1/B = cali-







I = ( ... 
/ PEAK- v max 
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The problem of forward and reverse flow both yielding a positive 
output was overcome by sensing flow di~ection with an additional 
thermistor to sense heat transported from the_ heated thermistor 
(fig .2. 44 ) The dire.ction signal was u sed to switch the gain 
of an amp_l ifier (connected to the linearized v.eloci ty signal) . 
betwe en plu s or minus one, thus res toring the directional 
information. (Fig; 2. 43.) 
Ro~ ~ Rft 
~----.[yi 
.. ________ RT1 - · 
Velocity probe -used in direction sensing. 
Heat flow from velocity sensor R:E, 
det ec ted by direction sensor RD. 
1 
Temp erature compensating thermistor RT . 
1 











14 . . 
The same authors in 1969
30 
refined their flow. measuring 
system by using two flow sensing bridge circuits with the prob~ 
physically arranged tFig. No.Z.45) so that only one sensor 
measured forward flow while the second sensor measured only 
revers e flow. The two signals were th en linearised as b efore 
and the results subtracted to give an output including directional 
inform a ti on. 
Fig.2.45. 
Section 2~ 
Mounting of velocity sensors 
R and RF provides shielding 
F_l 2 
from flow in one direction for 
each velocity sensor. With 
up-stream inserti.on of catheter 
RF i.s shielded from forward flow. 
1 
Temp_erature compensating 
thermi.stor RT is mounted at tip-. 
1 
Summ~ . Blood flow me asur ements using thermal methods h ave 
been refined over the years until re sults now. compare quite 
favourably with electromagnetic flowmeters, particularly as far 
as frequency response is concerned. This may be useful for "beat 
by beat" analysis of pulsatile flow, especially as the catheter is 
pushed closer to the he art. Almost all the probl em s encountered by 
early workers have_ been eliminated in recent designs. This is the 
result of : 
(a) constant-t emp eratur e-differ ence op eration which offers 
the same imp_rovem ent s as in conver..tional anemometry; 
(b) careful probe de sign ; 
( c) inst r u mentation to permit lin earization; 
(d) using a single self-heated thermistor as flow sensor. 
29 ' 30 
The equipment designed by Grahn e t al ' probably offers the 












SECTION 3 . 15. 
3. Perfu sion Flow Measurement u sing Th ermal Methods . 
In this section previous work on perfusion flow measurement 
using transient and steady state thermal methods is discussed . 
General problems of thermal methods of perfusion flow measurement 
are also discussed . 
3.1 The Diff erence between Normal Veloc ity Measurement and 
Perfusion Measurement . 
. In section 2 blood velo.ci ty measurement was discussed in the: 
l ight of conventional hot "wire" anemometry . Blood volume flow rate 
c.an be calculated from the ve:1oci ty if the cross- sectional are.a of the 
vessel can be measure.d ( e . g . ultrasonic ally, X-rays ). Velocity is 
actually measured at a sing l e point and for the volume flow calcular-
tion to be correct the ve loc ity profi l e across the vesse l is assumed 
31 
to be blunt • The thermal ( "hot wire ") probe strictly measures 
"ap.Parent" thermal conductivity, not velocity . However, und er fore ed 
convection (flow) the rate of local heat cl earan ce changes with 
velocity increasing the apparent thermal conductivity . In a s:iimilar 
manner lo cal perfu s ion measurement u sing heat ed probes measures the 
appar en t local thermal conductivity of the tissue- bed through which 
fluid is perfusing. The per.fusion prob e he ats a smal l volume of 
tis sue containing a matrix of vessels . Fluid perfusing throu g h the. 
vesse.l s increases the rate of h eat clearance from the matrix and hence 
:from the P.robe . The temperature gradient in the immediate vicinity 
of the probe will thus also change with flow. Notice that the measure-
ment take s P.lace within a volume of tissue and the radiati.on r esistance 
from the heat sour.ce to the fluid depends on the physical prop·erties 
and construction of the matrix with in this vo lum e . Notice also that 
the thermal capacity of the tissue in the sphere of in fl u enc e of the 
probe incre ases the time taken to estab l ish a new temperature 
gradi ent when a change in flo w occurs . This aggravates the problem 
of slow sett ling time mentioned previously . ( Section 2.) 
The unit s of l oqal perfusion flow are conventionally quoted in 
the lit erature as milli litr es per 100 grams of tissue per minute 
( ml/lOOg / min ) or cubic centim etres per hundred cubic centimetre s 













ill-defined when one considers that under flow condition s the 
volume of the tissue-bed will change depending on blood pressure, 
degree of local vasodilation or whether blood is being stored in, 
x 
or dischar g ed from, the organ. If the tissue volume. is measured 
when the tissue has been well drained of fluid, then the volume will 
depend on the rigidity of the tissue matrix. The measurement of 
"well-drained" mass would appear the most repeatable measurement. 
3. Z Probl ems of P erfu sion Flow Measurement. 
Bill 3 in 1962 performed a number of model experiments to show.· 
under what conditions thermal methods of perfusion flow measurement 
could b e expected to g ive reliable results. In these experiments 
Bill investigated the flow through polyethylene tubes embedded in 
blocks of ge latine. His perfusion probe was a constan t-current 
thermocouple syst em simil ar to that of Gibbs
25
. 
From Bill's first experiment summarised in fi g .3.21 it can be 
seen that probe sensitivity is reduced with increasing vesse l wall 
thickn ess and that at faster flow rates the change in appar ent 
thermal conductivity ( .6K) approaches a constant value. Bill 
defined the flow rate F5o as that flow rate (for a particular 
diameter tube) at which the thermal conductivity increment ( iJ.K) 
was 50% of it s maxinmm value. This enabled him to define an 
"arbitr ary ac c eptable flow range" for a particular diam e t e r tube -
that is th e flow range from 0 to twice F 5_0 over which changes of 
flow give reasonable changes in /1 K compared to the maximum 
change in 6. K. It should also be pointed out that over this 
arbitrary acc ep tabl e flow r ang e £:,. K varies approximat e ly linearly 
wi_th flow. 




0 0.1 0. 2 0 l C ..\ 0.5 ml/min. 
FL OW OF \'>ATER 
The rela tionship be tween ,JKand fl ow 
of water. Th e model used is shown inse t in 
the fi gure. Th e probe was placed close to a nd 
in para lle l , ,·ith the polyethy le ne tube, which 
had an i11 nc-r diameter of 0.36 mm, wa ll 
th ickness 0.20 nun. Cu n ·e .-\ was obtai ned 
when there was no extra layer of pol,·e thyknc 
added to th e tu be, cun·c B when one ext ra 
layer, thickness 0.20 mm, h ~d been added to 
the tube wall, and C when two ex tra la yers 
ha d been added. Arrows a t value F.,. 
x( For exam::_Jle it h as. been s uggeste d by Herrick et al 34th a t p e riodic 
fillin g an d " err. :;:i t yin g " of th e liv e r o c curs. Unfortunately th eir 
paper is based on measur ements made u sin g the not v ery reliable 


















for a particular diam ete r tube . . 
v5o 2 ( r radius of tube ) 
T( r. 
Curve M on fig . 3.22 shows v
50 
varies inversely with t ube 
di am et er. 
mm/s t c .r-------------~ fTlm/ st c_ 
. The relationship be tween V,0 and 
the inner diameter of the tube in the 
model experiments. Solid circles repre-
sen t values obta in ed with fl ow of wafe r 
th rough polyethylene tubes embedded in 
20 % gelatin. Curve M connects these 
va lues . Solid squares represent \·alucs 
obtained with fl ow of wa ter through 
tubes in 10 or 30 % gela tin , open circles 
values obtained with fl ow of blood in pol-
yethylene tubes embedded in 20 ~ ~ gela tin, 
open squares va lues obt a ined with fl ow 
of water through channels in 20 % gela-
tin. Approxim ate values for the mean 
linear flow velocities in tissue vessels a re 
plotted against the corn:spondirig diam-
eters. Cun·e /I. gi,-es the values for the 
arterial side, curve V those fo r the venous 
side. 
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On the same gr.ap h are approximate val ues of ani-erial and venous 
mean blood ve l ocities for the corresponcing t ube d i ameters
32
• 
From the graph it ca,_v1 be seen that a much wider range of flow--
velocities falls withi;n the arbitrary ac c ep_table range of flow s 
for very fine tubes . Also, if the blood velocity exceeds mean 
values b y at most 100 %, the maximum- sized arterial side vessel 
diameter for which the probe i s suitab l e is ~ O, 18 mm ¢max. 
and for the venou s side ~ O, 5 mm ¢ max. If -the average flow. 
velocities are rarely exceeded. the limi ts should then be O, 23 mm 
max. for arteries and O, 65 mm max . for veins . The thermal 
condu ctivity of polyethylene is in the same range as that of human 
tissues( see fig .3. 23) and from fig.3.21 v
50 
i s essentially constant 
independent of the tube wall thickness . Hence t h •se experim ents 
should repr esen t f air l y accurately conditions in human tissue . 
One possible diff e rence in tissue would be changes in vess·el 











-· --------------,------------------- - -- ---
Substance 
10 % gcbtin ..... . ········ 
20 % gelatin .. . .. . ..... ... 
30 % gelati n .... ..... .... . 
Polye thylene . . ..... . ···· · · 
\\"ater ... . .. ........ . . . ... 
Li\'er, rat ... .... . ... ... . . 
t,i,·er, dog . .. ... .......... 
Kid ney, rabbi t .. . . · · ·· · ·· · 
11uscle, hum:tn .... . . .... .. .. . 
Blood, hu man ... . ....... . 
Steel . ... ... . .. . . .. . .. . . . 
Ethyl alcohol .... . ... ........ . 
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f G JL'>.YSOX (1 9j2) 
G:n.-.YSOX (19j2) 
I C:P_-.vsox (1 9j2) 
! F RITZ (J 9ji) 
I H o :>GB!A-" (1 9j8) 
I G1:..-.\30X (!9j2) 
I I G ;:..•..F et al. (19 j7) 
. C~-."t"SOX (1 952) 
r 
et al. ( 1 95~) 1: H ;:...;sEL 
1: Sr·ELLS 
(1960) 
i' H o o cnrAx (1 958) 
I. H oDGDL.\X (1958) 
Bill's other experiments (figs. 3. 24 and 3. 25) show t hat 
18. 
fluid flowing through ve sse l s in the immediate vicinity of the 
probe almo st totally scre ens the effects of fluid flowing in other 
ves s els. On the other hand the eff ect of vessels not s creened is 
approximate l y the sum of t he effects of the vessels acting separately. 
( Fig . No • 3. 26 . ) As would be expected when s cr e ening does not exist 
vessels more dis tant from the prob e have les s effect . (Fig. 3. 24.) 
Arb. units 
~ :~r .., 20 
. 0 




10 minut e s 
1•2 1+2+3 1•2•3•4 
. .. . The infl uence of fl ow throu gh di-ian t tu~cs on the probe, ,,·hen the re is not, respectively 
1s, fl ow through tube;; placed in between the distan t tubes and the probe . Th e model used is 
show? inset in the fi gure. The probe was sir ed close to one of 4 p:n ::dk l tubes placed deep in 
gcla trn . ln ncr cl1.1mc tcr of the tu bes 0.3G mm, wa ll thickness 0. 20 mm. The flow ra te in each 
tu be was zero or o .. f m l per minut e .. 











The rd:iti,,.;shio between the dKand the 
:=: o,,· \\"ht'n the pr,,b<: was influenced . uy flow 
1hrouch tw<> tube:; . The model used is shown 
i.!1.5et in the figure. T he proue was placed close 
10 one of t\n :> µ'01' ·e:hyknc tubes, inner diameters 
0.36 mm, wall thicknt-ss 0.:20 mm, placed 111 par-
.:;.__ id. Cun·e . .\,,·:is obt :iined ,,·hen there was fl ow 
,; ;o.h· through tube I. cur,·e B when the1:c was 
;;: ,;-,;. onlv throuch tube 2. (The tube without 
:'.0w wa; filled ~,· ith " ·atcr. ) Cur\'e C was ob -
::i.ir.ed when there w:i; the same fl ow through 
oo<h the tubes. T b: abscissa gives the flow 






0.2 0.3 O .~ O.S ml/min. 
FLOW OF WATER 
Fig. No.3.25. 
The relationship between dK and the 
.flo~v wh en :he probe was inf1uenn:d by the fl ow 
in two tubes. T he model used is shown inse t in 
1hc figure. Th e ?robe ,,·as placed close to one of 
two polyeth ylene tubes, inne r d iameter ? .361:1m, 
" ·:i.U thid-. ncss 0.:20 m m, th e other being s1 tccl 
21 some cl isr:>.ncc fr0Il1 the probe, but not screen-
~-d bY th e cl ose:< t tube. Cun·e .-\was obtained 
"'-ith ·no"· 0111'· th rouch tuue I, curve J3 witlt flow 
(".;1ly throu::;!; wbe -:2 :incl curve C w ith fl ow 
through t he two tt.:bcs ;:it the same time. The 
2b sci,;s:i gin:·; the f.cy, ,· through each tube. \Yhen 
1h-:-r e wa~ flL' '-" only through one tube the other 







~~TU3E S -----C 
----A 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 ml/min. 
FLOW OF WAT ER 
Fig. No.3.26. 
19 .• 
Bill's experiments show that the i deal condi ilions for placing 
a heated perfusi.on probe exist in homogenous ti ssue containing 
a l arge number of very fine vesse l s . The worst conditions exi.st 
where the probe is plac ed near a sing le large diameter vessel. 
Under thi.s condition even qualitative r .e s ul ts will be poor sine e 
v
50 
wi.11 probably b e exceeded and large changes in flow wi.11 give 
only a small change in output. Under this condition sourc e s of 
error may give. larger changes in · output than the measured quantity. 
For this reason curve fitting is not p_ractical and the only useful 
output occur s i.f flow in tha tube almost comp_letely ceases! 
Bill also s howed that the screening effect of the t ub es 
near est the prob e ~as such that the effective spher e o f influence 
with flow throug h th ese tubes was of the ord e r 1. 5 mm . While 
33 
Grayson showed that under zer o flow condi ti.ons th e sphere of 












tissue beds may vary in fluid content at different times. This 
may result in variations in thermal conductivity whi.ch bear. no 
relation to flow. This becomes a serious problem if the fluid 
has a very different thermal conductivity from that of the tissue. 
Fortunately blood has a thermal conductivity very much the same as 
that of a number of different types_ of tissue. Tissue: containing 





cal/cm / sec/°C 
4.77 X 10-4 -do-
See also fig. 3.23. 
4 (Graf et al) 
(Spells) 
Notice that a probe placed in tissue containing an appreciable amount 
of fat may give erratic results due to variable amounts of fat from 
site to st te. 
Another source of thermal conductivity variation which is not 
related to flow is the variation of thermal conductivity of blood and 
and tis sue with temperature. This variation for blood only can be 
seen from the changes of dissipation factor at different temperatures 
shown in the graphs of fig. 2.42. Notice that this complicates 
comp_lete temperature compensation unless the working temperature 
range is restricted, a factor which does not seem to have been 
generally appreciated. 
Errors induced by temperature variations are probably amongst 
the worst kind in thermal flow-meas uring systems because they are 
likely to introduce the errors when changes in flow occur 
making these errors more difficult to d etect or guard against. 
Apart from the thermal cc.mductivi ty variation already mentioned 
(whi ch is a second-order effect for a small temperature range) 
errors arise from steady-state temper ature gradients and transient 
t emperatu r e g r adi ents. Tran s ient temperature g radi ents are likely 
to occur un d er ch_~ges in flow_ since the blood's cooling effect38 
on l ocal metabolic heat sounces changes with flow. This app lies 












and the brain. Birnie and Grayson 
37
, in experiments on rats, 
showed that not only do changes of flow oc~ur in these organs 
following the ad.ministr ation of pharmacological preparations 
but also rapid temperature changes which are probably the result 











The efkot of ether on temperature distribution in the rat. 
Fig. No .3.27. 
Temperature gradient problems are particularly serious in the 
brain according to Newell and Powers who report
38
- spatial gradients 
in cat brains ill excess of 0,1°C/mm over a 5. mm range and transient 
temperature changes of up to 0,2°C/min after the injection of 
epinephrine .x Errors due to tem£erature gradient effects result 
from. the fact that in both constant-current and constant-ternperatur:e-
difference probe s th e difference b etween heated probe temp erature 
and "ambi ent " tissue tempe rature must be sensed normally requiring 
two spatially separated sensors which are then prone to temp-ere.ture 
gradient errors . (W ays of overcoming thi s problem and detecting 
artifacts are di s cus sed in later sections of this the si s.) 
x t f S hm . dt d . 
39 h ] . d This di s ag rees with he work o c i - an Pierson w. o c . aime 
that only flow changes occurred in the rr.edulla of cats after 
admini s tr at ion of chemical agents or after changes in chemical 
comp os ition of the blo od. However they performed only very 












One source of possible error using heated probes that has not 
been thoroughly investigated is the possibility that the elevated 
temperatur e in t h e immedi a te vicinity of the probe may i .t se lf chang e 
the. flow rate. Stow and Schieve 
40 
in measurements of blood flow in 
human skin me a sure.d the me.an temp_eratur e coeff.i .cient of flow: . as 
+ 39 %/° C How.ever, th e range was - 57% to + 81%/° C • 
41 
Lipkin and Hardy using an infra red source and a radiometer 
measured the in er.tia f or surface. heating (K,PC) .. of_ a number of 
human tissues including in vivo tests on human skin. (K - thermal 
conductivity. p- density. C - - ther.mal capacity.) 
From fig. 3.28 it can be. seen the. thermal conductivity 
incre a ses slowly with temp erature as the skin heats up until 
eventually skin temp_erature actually drops slightly. These authors 
sugg ested that the large increase in KfJC with temperature was a 
result of t he local passive dilation of the p e ripheral v e ssels in 
· the skin area being heated. x Whether. t h e same phenomenon occurs 
for other types of tissue. for the very much smaller. quantities 
of heat injected by heated p erfusion probes do e s not seem to have 
been thoroughly investig a t ed, although some data which sho~ the 






HUMA~ J SKIN 
6 - EXC<SED 
• - t~O e LOCO FLOW 
O-L-~~~~~-T~1 ~~1 E~-rS~E~C~O~~;~)~~-~~~~~ 
2 0 4 0 60 o.,;) !CO 120 
Chang e• in I·,x- of nor mal liv in:; ;kin afta 3 
exposures (cros.,·/i, 1/( /1,.J) to tl11:rin :d ra . li :1tinn of 0 .045 
ca l/:;<:«/ cm'. 
Increase in sur face tempcratur~ oi l'xci,;cd hum::m sk in, living hum:i.n skin with blood flow occluded a n<l 
normal human skin irra<l ia tcd wi t h 0 .05 3 c:ll ·,;cc, cm' . 
Fig. 3. 28. 












One possible source of error which is difficult to ass.ess-
is that arising from local trauma after J!:robe insertion which could 
change the flow pattern near the P.:r:obe . This app,lies p_articularly 
to chronic implantati9n. Some of Grayson's exper im ents on rats 
gave results wtich seemed consistent over a period of some days . 
(Fig. 3. 29. ) 














· ~ 38-0 
. . 2 3 " s 6 7 8 
Time after implantation (days) 
Temperature and liver blood-flow variation.• in the rat. 
Fig. 3. 29. 
3.3 Previous ·Work on P erfusion Flow -Measurement can be. 
a.onveni ently divided up into three sections: constant current, 
c·onstant-temperature diff erence (thes e are "steady state" methods) 
and transient methods. It is interesting to p_oint out at this 
stage that an exact current flow - heat flow analogy can be used 
to predict temperature distribution in the vicinity of a heated 
probe. This is useful to the electrical engineer as the problems 
become more familiar and, more important, bx using an app_roximate 
lump ed-paramet er equival ent circuit problems can be solved using 
simple netwo rk analys.is. Bill's re.sul ts quoted above, for example, 
c:ould have b een obtained qualitatively v e ry simply using this 
analogy . Electrical engineers commonly use this heat flow 
curr ent flow lumped-parameter analysis for designing h e at 
- k . 42 sin lllg . 
Steadv state methods measure eithe r the final temperature 












or the power required to maintain a constant-temperature 
difference (probe to tissue) once a stationary temperature 
distribution a round the probe has been established. Transient 
methods, on the other .hand, e.ith er measure the initial rate of. 
he ating of a probe under conditions of constant po wer injection 
or the r ate of heating under flow conditions and with flow to the 
region stopped. The latter method involves a complicated 
calculation to compensate for local metabolic heat production 
this is conveniently performed with a minicomputer. 
The first p_erfusion probe was that described by Gibbs
25 
in 1933. (S ee sec tion 2 • . 3.) This w.as a constant-curr ent system x 
which he used for. measuring both blood velocity and perfusion 
flow.. Gibbs commented that "standardisation"_) ( i. .e. calibration) 
even if carried out for each experiment was not very reliable 
and sugges ted that the probe should be used only for qualitative 
assessment of flow. 
Since Gibbs' s work a number of workers h ave built constant--
current systems. In 19 59. Mowbray
50 
described a hypoder mic-mounted 
system vir.tually identi."cal with that of Gibbs for which he claimed 
high linearity , results repeatable to betteT than 10 per cent and 
calibration in glass wool placed in water such that the thermal 
conductivi ty was the same as that of tissue at zero flow. 
Considering Gibbs' s work and Bill's model experiments these c.laims 
seem very <iubious and no other workers have been able to obtain 
similar re sult s . S ee a lso Bill's comments
3
on Mowbray' s work. 
Juhasz 24 , Hancock43 have d escribed what are eff ect ively 
constant-current bridge circuits u sing self-heated thermistors. 
(S ee previous comments on Juh asz ' s probe. S ection 3. 2 ) Hancock 
us ed two hypodermic p_robes, one flow sensor and one t emperature-
comp ensating senso r. How ever in vivo his equ i pment was 
awkward to use requiring fr equent balancing . Hancock a lso 
x (As pointed out earJ. i e r this approximates to constant-power 














showed theoretically that for the flow - conditions in vessels 
K . r L . t 0 j.h . ( . 3 5 4 ) ing s aw 1.s correc . -'-' er workers Linzell , Graf et al 
have shown experimentally that this law is only approximately 
correct, while Grahn et a1
30 
as mentioned earlier have shown 
exp_erimentally that a logarithmic relationship fits the curve 
more accurately. A number of workers have used probes similar 
to that of Gibbs for measuring blood flow in bones. Shaw.
46 
for example, used a Gibbs probe with a chopper-stabilised 
amplifier to measure the thermocouple voltage to obtain qualitative 
measurements • 
.An interesting variation of Gibbs's probe was described 
by Schmidt and Pierson
39
. They used a silver rod placed in 
a vacuum flask containing ice •. The other end of the rod with 
a thermocouple attached was used to measure local perfusion 
flow in the brain. Perfusing blood warmed the probe instead 
of cooling it. The equilibrium temperature measured by the 
thermocouple depended on flow.rate. Using a cooled probe enabled 
a larger temperature difference to be used ( ~T~l0°C) . 
Unfortunately the probe was rather unwieldy and the results 
obtained are suspect since no temperature correction was 
employed. (A careful compari s on with the work of Grayson 
37 
seems to indicate th a t some of the results are definitely artifacts 
introduced by uncorrected temperature changes.) 
The first con stan t-t emperature-diff er enc e perfusion 
measurem ent system was that used by Gr ayson (1951) who called 
t . t 1 1 . t 33 G his method of measuremen in e rna ca orime ry • rayson 
used a h eated t h e r mo co up l e flo w s en s or with the temperatur e-
compensating (cold) couple placed nearby in the same tissue. 













Int.crn1d calo.-inwtry. CC"ncrnl circuit. lntorrnptcd line~ , con"tnnt1Ln wirn; continuo11ti lineR, 
coppur wiro. 
Fig. 3. 31 illustrates the essentials of the apparatus. The recording instrument consists of a constantan 
wire (c.w.), with twq fine gauge copper wires , the heater leads (u.L.), soldered to it, one at the tip and 
I.he other 2 mm below. A further copper wire, the thermocouple lead (T.w.), is soldered to it 0·5 mm 
Jrther back. The constantan wire and the thermocouple lead together form the recording junction 
(R.J. ). With the instrument em bedded in animal t issue t he ga.ivanomcter (K) calibrated by means 
of the resistanc.e (R) records the tissue temperature in relation to the cold junction (c.J.), which 
may be inserted in a De~ar flask or alternatively embedded in a di ffe rent 'part of the animal. 
Heating current may be supplied ei ther from a source of c.l.c . such as a storage bn.ttcry, or from tho 
a.c. mains . In the present work tho a.e. ma in8 have been preferred. The ma ins voltago is stepped 
down first by means of a Va riac autotransfo rmer ( V) which enables t he outpu t to bo delicately 
and accurately varied from 0 to 2.J.O V. The Va riac output is fed through a fixed tra.nsformer (F), 
input 220 V, output 6 V. The adjustable head of the Variac thus enables a very fine control of output 
voltages over the ra nge 0 to 6 V. An ammeter (A) records the current in the heating circuit. 
The squa re of the current is also recorded directly, using a Ca mbridge Vacuo junction (T). This 
instrument consists of a thcrmojunction attached to a vacuum-mounted filament heated by t ho 
current to bo measured. The current generated in the seconda ry thermoelectric circuit is thus 
linearly related to tho square of the primary current. 
26 • 
By mlillually adjusting the cu rrent to the heater Grayson maintained 
a con stant-temperatur e difference probe to tis s ue of 1°C Under 
these conditions the power inject ed LS directly related to the 
thermal conductivity of the ti ssue in which it is p l aced. 























































The relation between 12 and thermal conductivity (k) . Interrupted line, needle recorder; 
continuous line, standard recorder as used for implantation. 
Fig. 3. 32. 
27. 
Grayson showed that over the range of flows measured in isolated 
p_erfused organs the apparent change in thermal conductivity with 
flow was linearly related to flow rate and did not vary appreciably 
from site to site in the same organ. From his experiments he 
suggested tentatively that by multiplying this thermal conductivity 
incremen t (in cals/cm/sec/
0
c) by 12.5 the flow rate in ml/ml tissue/s e c 
could be obtained. 
Unfortunately since Grayson's initial work subsequent 
investigators have shown that this linear relationship between 
flowrate and 6.. K i .s true only tinder certain conditions and for 















investigated Grayson's work and in model experiments 
in glass tubes showed that the conductivity increment was 
approximately proportional to flow. only at low flow rates, King's 
Law being approximately true at moder.ate flow rates while at high 
flow :r:.ates no further change in c.onductivi ty occurred. The 
electrical insulation on the heater p_robably also acted as a 
thermal insulator at high flow rates causing thiB final reduction 
in sensitivity. Linzell was critical of Grayson's work and 
claim ed that his own results showed a very much larger spread. In 
experiments on goat udder perfusion s his results could not be used 
even qu ali tati vely al though he tried connecting a numb er of thermo-
couples in parallel to obtain an average for a number of sites . 
(This seems a very dubious method of summing thermocouple signals. 
It is also prone to gross errors from temperature gradients .) 
Linzell also claimed that d.c. heating introduced errors due to 
the Pel tier e.ffect at the heater's copper-c onstantan junctions 
and suggested that only a.c. heating should be u sed . 
4 44 
Hensel and co-workers' used Grayson's 
method of internal calorimetry but constructed 
their constant-temperature-difference probe in 
the form of a needle containing the heated 
thermocouple at the tip and the reference (cold) 
junction a short distance from the tip. (Fig. 3 . 33) 
Hensel produced far more repeatable results 
than those of Linzell but showed that a linear 
relationship between conductivity increment and 
flow occurred only under certain conditions of 
probe placement and suggest e d the probe was 
generally best suited for qualitative assess-
ments of flow. 
Schcmatisicrtcr L!ingse 
und QuerschniH <lurch 
die Sondenspitze. 
Fig.3.33. 












Recently Kopaniky and Gann ( 1971) 
45 
described initial work on 
a constant-temp erature-diff erence probe using a heated thermistor. 
These authors used a probe cons isting of two thermistors in close 
thermal contact mounted at the tip_ of a g lass rod. One thermistor 
acted as temperature sensor while the other acted as heater. 
Feedback from the temperature sensor to the heater maintained the 
prob e at constant temperature. A second unheated probe compensated 
for changes in local temperature, thus maintaining the probe at a 
constant 2.5°C above tissue temperature. It should be pointed out 
that glass is a poor probe material because of its l arge thermal 
capacity. This criticism applies to Hensel's probe as well. 
Init ial tests u sing this probe showed a linear relation between 
flow rate and conductivity increment (power injected) in isolated 
thyroid glands. 
38 
Even more r ecently Newel l and Powers (1974) h ave reported 
testing a similar p_r:obe for measuring flow. in cat brains with very 
vari ab le results which they claimed were a result of large local 
temp e r a ture gradients . Using a sep_arate heater and sensor in the 
flow probe has the disadvantage, compared to a single. self-heated 
sensor, of an additional 1 ag in the feedback loop_ as well as a 
doubling in thermal capacity of the sensor. 
A detailed discussion of transient methods of perfusion flow 
measurem ent is beyond the scope of this review but results and 
methods are discussed heuristically here. In reading some of the 
liter ature on transient methods it should be borne in mind that a 
numb er of criticisms levelled at ste ady state methods apply only to 
cons tant- current prob e s similar to th at of Gibbs . On the other 
hand transi ent methods overcome some problems of steady state 
methods but introduce n ew problems. 
Lin ze.11 tried a semi-tr ansient flow measuring method in his 
investigations of Grayson's work . He measured the temperature 












This approximates to measuring the rate of heating of the probe 
under conditions of constant-power inj ection. 
Dolan and Lee4~ instrumentated essentially the same technique 
using a thermistor heated by a constant 180 X l0-
6 
joules in an 
18 m.sec pulse every 144 m.sec. Feedback during the off period 
was used to measure probe resistance and hence maintain power 
injection constant during the on period. Voltage across the 
thermistor during the on period was differentiated to measure the 
rate of heating . Under an increase in flow the rate of heating 
decreases due to heat transport (i.e. apparent increas e in thermal 
conductivity). It can be shown that because the slope of the 
resistance-temp erature characteristic changes with temperature, 
this compensation is not perfect but is probably adequate for 
a limit e d temperature range. The big difference between this 
measurem ent and a steady-state one is that the sphere of influ en ce 
of the probe is reduced to the tissue in immediate contact with 
the probe. This reduces the chance of errors due to large vessels 
in the vicinity of the probe. Temp_er ature gradient errors are 
eliminated due to constant power injection. On the other hand local 
variations in tissue could give large errors due to the smal l 
volume sampled and the lower sensitivity . 
at faster flow rat es . 
Thl_s applies particularly 
Perl and Cucin e ll 4
7 
proposed introducing a blood-flow change 
and measuring the transient change in rate of heating of the probe. 
In theory this also reduces the sphere of influ ence of the probe 
since aft er the blood s upply h as been occluded temperature, and 
thus temp er a ture g r a dient , cannot change instantaneously in the 
vicinity of the probe. From this the relative r ate of change of 
temperature prior to occlusion ru1d post occlusion g ives a measu re 
of local perfusion very c lo se to the prob e . P erl suggested the 
probe could g ive an abso lut-e measur ement of perfusi on flow ( F) 
















K ::. (density x .specific heat of tissue)/ 
(den~ity x specific heat of blood) 
U =- temperature increment 
U1~ · time derivitive of U prior to 
occlusion 
U~· time d.erivitive of U post occlusion 
. 40 
Stow and Schieve suggested a similar method involving two 
occlusions, one.with and one without the heater of the probe 
conn ected. {Fig. 3. 34.) 
2~ GAUGE HYPOOEllMIC 
' lEEOLE 
'I WIRE . COfHIECTIOH 
TO HE,llER SOC~ET 
·· ····· ··· ····· TtE:RMISTOll 
···· ······ ·····OOLO PLUO 
Fig.3.34. 
The se authors proposed an alternative version of the equation of. 
Perl et al above which would give an absolute measurem ent of flow. 
Unfortunately, the time taken to perform a single complete measure-
ment is two to three minutes and , since t ..... -o occlusions are 
perform ed, the flowra.te i ts elf may change dt:.e to local 
vasodilation after occlusion
49
. Stow and Schieve a lso discuss 
the various assump_tJ.ions on which this technique is based, some 
of which may not be valid and are virtually impossible to 












were performed. It would seem that both of these occlusion methods 
have a limit e d range of app lication due to the fact that a rapid 
occlu s ion of the total blood supRl Y to the region must be performed. 
In addition the me asurement is very slow ( two to three minutes ) 
and computational requirem en ts higher. 
Summary of Section 3. 
Sour ces of e r ror of thermal-perfusion-flow measuring systems 
may be bro adly listed as 
( a ) Variations of thermal conductivity of tissue from 
pl ace to p l ace and with t emp_eratur e . 
(b) Temperature gradients , steady state and transient . 
(c) Inhomogeneity of tissue causing wide variations of radiation 
re sistance . In particular, the presence of single l arge 
vessels (¢ > O, 18 to O, 5 mm ) within 5 mm. of probe. 
( d) Ch anges of blood vesse l diameter affecting radiation resistance. 
( e ) Temp erature coefficient of flow (Inj ected heat may 
change flowrate in vicinity of probe.) 
(f) Ve lo city flowrates in excess of twice v
50 
giving 
p_oor qualitativ e re sul ts . 
( g) Long settling time g ving incorrect results under 
rap_id changes of flow. 
Diffe r ent techniques of p erfu s ioii-flow measurement can. 
br ief l y be summarised as measurements of : 
( 1) the final temp erature of the probe und er conditions of. 
cons tant-power inj ection (" constant-current systems "); 
( 2) the power injected to maintain probe at constant-
temp eratu r e- diff er enc e p_rob e to tis su e ; 
( 3 ) the initial rate of change of temperature under conditions 
of constant- p_ower-in j ection when power i.s first app li ed 
to the probe; ( A variation of this measur es the rate of 
change of temp erature when the heater is switched off .)
38 
( 4 ) th e change in the rate of change of temperature with constant-
powe r inj ection when flow abrupt l y ceases . ( Requires 
simul tancous occlusion of a ll sourc es of blood supply to 












4. Minimi zing Sources of Error 
In this section some of the sources of error discus sed 
in Section 3 are assessed and methods of overcoming them 
33. 
are suggested. This leads to the ideas liehind the design of 
the equipment in this thesis. The effect of the different 
sources of error discussed in Section 3 will depend l argely 
on the phys ical p_roperties and homogeneity of the tissue 
into which the probe is introduced. 
Variation of thermal conductivity of the tissue beds into 
which the probe is introduced will change the power conducted 
away at zero flow and thus the zero setting will vary. The 
obvious way of overcoming this problem is to occlude the 
blood flo w to the r egion to establish the zero condition, 
In many situations this i .s not possible since the blood supply 
to the region may not be simply occluded or stopping the flow 
may cause damage. e. g . in the brain. Notice that, if an 
occlusion is perform ed, the change in conductivity measured 
is then due only to the blood flow, not to other fluids which 
are perfu s i ng independently in the vicinity of the p_robe (e. g . 
bile, lymph). 
If no occlu s ion is performed how much variation in 
thermal conductivity can be expected? It was pointed out 
earlier that fatty t is sue was likely to cause a l arge variation 
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These results also show that where 
pathological changes have occurred in the 
liver the variation in thermal conductivity is 
smal l except in the cas e where fatty tissue 
is present. .Another source of conductivity 
variation depends on the quantity of blood pre sent in the tissue and 
the relative thermal conductivity of blood and tissue. Fortunately 
in many cases the tissue has virtually the same conductivity as 
that of blood (see fig. 3. 23) . Cond.uctivi ty variation for changes 
4 
of blood content of the liver are shown in fig.4.12. (Graf et a l ) 
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Apart from temperature variations, which are generally random 
errors, the largest source of systematic error in thermal-
perfusion measuring systems arises from the non-homogeneity of 
the tissue beds. This changes the radiation resistance from the 
heated probe to the blood and means that absolute measurements 
can be made only if the tis sue beds are uniform from site to s ite. 
As pointed out earlier from Bill's work, if the probe is placed 
near a single large vess e l, errors are particularly large . The 
probe will . correctlyx indicate a large flow in the region but 
will not indi cate qualitative changes in flow. The homo gen eity 
of the tis sue beds in which the probe is placed will determine 
whether an abso lute measurement is possible or not. If the 
person using the probe. could always place the probe so that it 
is not influenced by "large" vessels, then quantitative r esults 
should be po ssible for tissue containing many small vessels. 
Wher e the p_robe is introduced into tissue containing some larger 
vessels qualitative results should be good provided the blood 
velocitie s do not exceed about tw.ice v
50
.(Se e Section 3.) 
This means th at experiments on small animals will tend to give 
much better re sults than on larger animals, as vessel size will 
generally be .. smaller in the small animals. This helps explain 
why so many conflicting reports of the relation s hip between 
apparent thermal c onductivity and flowrate exist. 
In sites where rel ativel y f ew blood ves sels exist the change 
in local thermal conductivity may be so small that errors due to 
temp eratur e changes, fluid content of tissue etc effectiv e l y 
set a noi se l eve l which ob scure s the de s ired s ignal. In this 
situ ation t he average of a number of measurements shou ld give 
x It appears to th~s author that many criticisms of perfu s i on-
measuring systems stem from the fact that people would like an 
av erage me asurem en t f or a who le organ or r egion from a me asuring 
syst em which inherently makes a measur ement in a very smal l pre-
scribed r eg ion . The fact that a perfusion probe indicat es a l arger 












more reproduceable results. 
Tab. 1 bringt eine grol3ere Zahl >on l\fessungen der Wiirmcleitzahl des M. 
~.1strocncmius bci vcrschiedcnen Vcrsuchspcrsoncn. Die \Yerte stirnrnen mit den 
?JJittds andcrcr :Jicthodik gewonneucn Ergelmisscn Yon H E:s RIQL'ES u. MonITz 1: 
!toter Schweincmuskcl, i. = 0,0011) und unscren cigencn :Jicssui1gcn a m Rinder-
r:a1skel (J. = 0,00115) schr gut iibcrC' in. Die mittlerc St rcuung <ler einzdncn Warme· 
!t itzahlcn b c:_i_ .Ruhcdurchblutung bctrii.gt nur ± 3,9% . Bci Unkrbreclnmg des 
Tabellc 1. IViinnelcit:a lilen im Jf. g11st roc11 cmi11s des 1lle11sch cn in situ bci t'erschic-
Ruhc<lurchblutung 
A 



















aM =± 1% 
den~ n Versuclispersonen. 





















I 111 = 0,00ll7 IM = 0,00132 
/ · -·-
I Dilfcrclll zwischcn nirht 
<lurcliblutctcm und 


















M = 0,00015 
Blutstromes fin<let man eine <lurchscbnittliche Abnahme von }. um 0,00004, wahrend 
die Zunahme dcr \Viirmeleitzahl auf dcm Hohepunkt der reakt iven Hyperii.mie 
durchsehnittlieh 0,000 15 crreicht . Daman in diescm Bcreich cine anniihcrnd lineare 
Beziehung zwischen Stromzeitvolumcn und }, voraussetzen kann, .wiirde also die 
l\Iuskeldurchblut ung bei reaktivcr H yperiimie durchsclm.ittlich 400% der Ruhc-
durchblutung crreichcn. Dies siimmt mit Versuchcn von lliuRPHY und ::\litarb. 14 
gut iiberein, die mittels veni:iser Vcrachlullplethysmographie am mcnschlichen 
Untersehcnkel bei reaktivcr Hyperii.rnie Zunahmcn von 400- 500% fanden. 
36. 
Fig.4.13 
Fig . 4.13 ( Hens e144) indica~es such a situation (hum an, 
gastrocenemius musc l e) where the thermal conductivity increment 
is small as can be seen by comparing the first two columns. 
The eff e ct of 2 X V being exce eded in differ ent tis sue 
50 44 
sites is illu s trated by the results of fig. 4 .14 . (H ense l et al , 
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Fig .4.14. 
It can be seen that in the case of the isolated sheep 's 
spleen (fig . 4.14A) over the range of expected physiological 
flo wrates the relationship between conductivity increment and 
flowrate is linear indicating qualitatively results shoul d be 
very good . It is interesting to note from this figure that 
measurements tend to fall into two groups, one with a much 
steep e r slope . Th ere are two possibl e explanations ~ the first 
being that the curves accurately repr esent flow and t h at some 
ar eas normally have mu ch high er flowrat es than others; the 
second explanation using Bill's results indicate that the steeper 
set of curv es a r e f or prob e placements near l arge vessels. 
tends to b e support ed by the curve s I have marked a and b 
which se em to hav e the same valu es of v50 i . e . the probe is 












the case of curve b the vessel i s further from the probe 
reducing th e s en s i t i vi ty . A number of the other curves 
are quite c l ose together and may actually indicate s light 
differ ences in local perfusion rate rather than variations in 
vessel size . From Fig.4.14B it c an be seen that qualitative 
38. 
results from the dog liver wLll not b e as good as those from 
Fig . 4 .14A since over the physiological range 2 v
50 
can sometimes 
be exceeded . The likelihood of poor probe placement (i. e . near a 
vessel where 2 V 
50 
is exceeded) can be assess·ed from the results 
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Fig . 4 .1 5 . 
This result c ould be int erpreted by s aying that probe placements 
fall into thr ee c ateg ories : th e fir s t in an area where flow is 
smal l, repr esen ting most me asur ements of 11 x 10-
4 
and below ; 
- 4 tho se measurem ent s a round 14 x 10 where th e probe was influenced 
by a larg e numb er of sma ll vessel s ; and thos e measurem ents above 
this wh e re th e prob e was influenced by both small and l arg e ve s se l s . 
In the case of the re s ults at 35 x 10-
4 
th e probe mi ght actually 
be plac e d in a larg e v ess el . Hen s el ' s r e sul ts on rat livers 
appear similar to those on the do g liver desp ite the small er animal. 
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39. 
It is interesting to compare 
these results with those of 
37 
Grayson whose experiments on 
rats showed normal in vivo 
conductivity of about 16 x 10-4 . 
Grayson'· s probe was much more 
fragile than the ne e dle probe 
of Hensel et al so that a 
placement in a large vessel 
was probably less likely, 
which might explain the 
difference in their results. 
Bi.11 suggested that local dilation of. vess.:€ls with changes 
of flow. -mi ght actually help_ linearis e: the fl owrate- conducti vi ty 
relationship ·. {See fig. 4 . 17.) 
x: 
. The effect o f distension of the vessel on the n:la- ... 
:..:~~~_;'.:i? between d /( a ncl fl ow. Unbroken lines, hypo-
t ~-~::ca l cun·cs show ing the relationship between .n; 
;;..:-. .:l fLw in a \·essc l a t three differen t states of distcn -
;'. cn. Bc,,kcn line, the same rela ti onship when the \ "CS' cl 
i.; ::-~ :-:·n i ttcd to dilate in a cont inuous fashion. 
Fig . 4 .17. 
FLOW 
I have mark ed one unusual curve C {fig.4.14B) which might tend 
to support thi..s i .dea •. 
A pos s ible method of discrimination between a "poor" probe 
p_lacem ent and a "good" one is to reject re adings from a probe 
if th ey exc ee d the aver ag e value by more than a small marg in. 
Al though no t gu aranteeing good placem ent, this should generally 
give very much bette r qualitative results. It should be noted 
that qualit a tively for an increase in flow the probe n ever 
overestimates . 











the probe changes the flowrate can be investigated by seeing 
whether the conductivity increases ·with temperature increment. 



















Versuch am M. gn.strocnemius des :llenschen. Temperatur-
dUJerenz {) der L6tstellen al.s Fuuktion der lleizleistung !'. 
Fig .4.18. 
40. 
Thi s indicates the thermal conductivity does not change and hence 
the injected heat has n o effect. 
Settling tim e is another problem of steady-state flow-measuring 
sy stems . The diff er ence in settling time between constant-current 
and con s tant-t emperature-difference systems for id entical cond ition s 
is iJ.lustr ated in fig. 4 .19 . . (Gr ayson). It can be seen that 
settling t i me is improved by a factor of five for constant-







Fig.No. 4. 19. fos ! ~ ~ 0·20 
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The ~ttling time depends somewhat on p_robe material, size and 
construction. The difference in slew rate and settling time for 
an increase compared to a decrease in flow is illustrated in 
( 
43 x fig. 4.110. Hancock ) 
Fig. 4.-110. 
Errors due to temp_erature changes have already been discussed 
in detail in section 3 and will not be repeated here. 
x Hancock's results seem peculiar at first until one realises 
that he must have recorded the results with the galvanometers 
of the U.V. record e r connected the wrong way round, since 
otherwise his results would indicate that the thermistor 
probe starts indicating changes of flow sometime before 
they actually occur. The results shown in the di ag ram 













It was felt that considering all the different requirements 
a constant-temperature-differ ence probe offered the best sensitivity 
with a reduction of many of the problems of constant-current 
systems. (S ee S ec tion 3 for comparison.) Transient electrical 
system s mi_ght offer certain advantages, al though of lower 
sensitivity, but were not investigated further . 
In the equipment develop ed a hypod ermic-mounted thermistor 
acts as both temp erature sensor and heating element in a self-
balancing bri dg e c ircuit. F e edback around the bridge adjusts 
the pow e r f ed to the th ermistor to maintain its temp erature constant. 
This eliminat e s t h e problems associated with having a separate heater 
and temperature sens o r and simplifi es prob e construction. Instead 
of u s ing a s econd probe to compensate fo r tissue temperatur e changes 
so th a t 6 T can b e kep t constant, the same th ermistor probe is 
us ed to sense t emp erature and flow· alt ernate ly. A sample-and-hold 
circuit holds t he last measured temperature and feeds this into 
the bridge circuit s o that 6. T i s k ep _t constant during flow . 
me asur emen t . Thi s minimises trauma (on e probe ) and, more imp ortant, 
mean s that matche d thermistors are unn ecessary and thermistor 
ageing h as no effect on the circuit. Errors du e to t emper ature 
gradi en t s (Se e sec tion 3.) which aff.ect a two- sen s or system are 
also eliminated. The final design i s n o t a true steady- state 
syst em. The probe takes about 40 secs to finally set t le to 
equilibrium (at zero flow) aft e r a temper ature measu r ement. 
To eliminate t his long p_eriod the digital display hold s t he v alue 
measured after settling f or 16 sec s . This value is di sp layed for 
the durat ion of t h e next t erap erature measurement . Since t h e 
measu rem ent always occurs after the some p eriod of time, it i s 
repe atabl e d espite the f act that final equilibriwn ha s not been 
achi eved . 

















































































































































































































































Circui try and Des i gn Features. 
5.1 Preci s ion Multiplier 
44. 
Variou s t echniques can be used for multiplication -
transconductanc e multiplier s (using transistors), quarter square 
mult ip li ers (u s ing F.E.T. 's diode n etwo r ks or thermistors), 
triang le averag ing multipliers, time-division multipli er s , Hall-
effect multipliers, magneto resistive multipliers, photo conductive 
multipli e rs, stochastic multipliers and digital multiplier s (requiring 
A/D convertors). 
At pr.es ent commercial analogue. mul tip_lie-rs are most commonly 
transc onductanc e_ de:vi.ce s with an accuracy of: from t to 2 % of F. S. D. 
d ep ending on p rice . Temp·erature drift of these devices may intro-
duce still larger errors. Time~division mult ip li ers ar e used in 
high er preci sion ap p·licati.ons but co st considerably more than the 
R60 to RlOO + price of the transconductance devices. 
A low-co s t time-division multiplier w.as de s i gned with an 
ac cur acy of about± 0,07 % of F. S.D. 
was ex cessive for battery operation. 
However the current consumption 
A careful redesign increased 
comp lexity slightly but r educed current consumpt ion by a factor of 
four and reduced errors t o about 5 mV maximum in any quadr ant ( 0, 0 5% 
of F.S.D.) 
It is n ecessary to achiev e a fairly high performance in the 
mul tip li er s ine e a con stant i s s ub tr acted from the mul tiP.li e r' s 
output by the curve fitting circuitry and multip_li e r error s are 
th en a much l arger p erc entage o f t h e dif f e r ence . 
Er ror s of time-division multi.pli ers (S ee simplified diagram) 
dep end on the lin ear ity of the pulse width modu l ator, the swi tching 
V 
Pu\se. Wi~t\ spe ed of the chang e-over switch and 
I\ - 1-------,, 
«"\ oc.\'-'\ c\-\C> r I 
I 
CMOS" c.o . 
5w\tc..\-, 
l- .I-' . 












switching noise introduced by switch f eed through. A number of 
circuit confi.gurations for switching the gain of an amplifier between 
plus or minu s one. are possible but the passiv€' change-over swi tch 
configuration used here introduces le ss switching noise and does n ot 
suffer. from amplifier slew-rate errors. The simple low.-pas s filter 
is also b etter than many active systems which tend t o pass switching 
noise to the output and u s u a lly require wid e-b andwi.dth operational 
amplifiers which have large bi.as currents making long filter time-
constants difficult to a chieve. 
Pulse-width modulators c.an be divided into t"'o types 
feedback systems and op en-l oop systems. 
Open-lo op · systems 
:r:.e.quire very hig h speed compar-
ators and a pr ec i s ion 
tri.angular wave: gener.ator. 
The linearity of this t y pe 
of pulse-width modulator depends 
rrecisio" t,..; .. .,~\e. 
1...10 ve ~e "'e ,.. .. to..-
on the line arity of the triangle wave genera tor . 
re sp_onse time introduces erro r s . 
Simplified 




Fe edback s y s tems correct for finite switching-tim e errors and 
thus tend to have hi gher accuracy than open-loop systems . 
Co1"\ f' o.r c."'r;o.- . 
....,i\\... y,'f~iere.s-1s 
Simplifi e d 
Di ag r am of 
Fe edback 
P.W. M. 
On e di sadvantag e of f ee dback pulse- width modulators i s that 
the carrier fr e qu en cy d e c re a s e s with increas ing input signal. 
This means that th e maximum input signal should be limited so that 












The practical pulse-width modulator {fig. 5.11) uses parallel 
CMOS gates to buff.er the comparator output and provide a precise 
switched reference source. The. refer ence source of a 723 regulator 
p_rovides the posit ive reference: to the_ gates while- i .ts internal 
amp_lifi er with a 1 evel shifted discrete. transistor ( 2N2907 A) provides 
the n egative reference source. The 3_11 compar ator h as a constant-
current F. E.T. lo a d which is buffered from the positive ref erence-
by a BC109 transisto~. This elimin ates the lo ading on the positive 
reference. 
The 5 pF feedback c apac itance around the 311 provides a 
positive switching action eliminating parasitic oscillation when 
switching occurs! A feedfo r ward compensated 301 operational 
amplifier is used as a fast integrator for the pulse-width modulator. 
CD4016 CMOS transmission gates are u sed for the change over switch 
in the multipli er . Stray cap_aci tance at the junction of the two 
switches and on the control lines to the switches should be minimised. 
The maximum output signals from the 308 amplifiers feeding the 
CMOS switches are clamped to the CMOS refer ence. vol tag es so 
that possible latch conditions in th e CMOS switches can not occur. 
For high accuracy the outputs from these amplifiers should not exc eed 
ab.out 6 volts. Similarly the. maximum input current signal to the 
integ r .ator of the pulse-width modulator. should not exceed about 
200 f' A as otherwise the carrier frequency will drop to le s s than 
half of its value at zero input. 
The 308 amp lifier used for the inverter feeding the CMOS 
switches as well as the output buffer amp lifier should have low 
input offset vo l tag e ( .:::::0, 5 mV) or s hould be nulled ( using extern al 
null components) to achieve errors of less than 10 m.V. 
The symmetry control is adj u sted so that the output under 
condition s of zero input to the P. W.M. and plus or minus maximum 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.Z 48 . 
Curve-Fitting Circuitry 
Various circuits using diodes, zenner diodes or transistors· 
are commonly u sed for curve fitting. Careful design is normally 
required to eliminate break-point drift due to temper a ture changes . 
Temper atur e comp ensation generally requires matched components 
mounted in close proximity. . Some systems also have interactive 
slope and breakpoint controls which make setting up a difficult 
procedure requiring a number of iterations. Some advantages of 
these simple systems are fast response and a very- smooth change 
from one slope to the next provided by the logarithmic diode 
characteristics. The curve-fitting circuit designed here is based 
on the fact that. low- cost low-power consumption quad operational 
amp_li..fi e rs are now available, which means that a single op-amp p_er 
breakp_oint is no longe r an extravagance and doe s not increase 
l ayout complexity . The principle of the curve- fitting circuitry 
is shown in the following simp lifi ed d iagram : 
c.ct; 11 e c\a<"'f' c;.-c.u;ir'f 
rev\ .. c.e> a;o.\e> 
W'\a\<;"~ \. ot'-' tc....,l'e .- .. i. ... .-. ... 
t<>"M ~ e"' s ... 1 ;o"' °'"~ 
\ow ;""'l'ccl.o. "'"e re~. 
S"o ... rc..e> u."'-ec.essa.ry-
-Vo1.1I~ 
Principl e of Curv e-
Fi tting Circuitry . 
The f eedback factor decreases when the voltage at the· junction of 
the two feedback re s istors (R) exceeds the r e fer ence voltag e. 
The diod es shown are actually "p erf ec t" diodes created by connecting 
a dio de in the feedback path of an op e r at ional amplifier . (See 
fi g . 5 . 2· 1) This confi guration eliminat es temp erature drift and, 
provid ed s e tting up i s carried out starting from the lowest voltage 
breakpoint , no interaction occurs . In the fin a l circuit a pre--£et 
zero control i s also provid e d to subtract a quantity representing 






























































































































































































































































































The p_recision expected from thermal flow. measuring techniques 
is unlik e ly to be better than 5 p_er cent. Hence a two-digit 
display (1 per cent) would seem to off..er adequate accuracy while 
at the same time minimizing power consumption.An extra digit would 
also encourage operators to read the display to a meaningles~ 
accuracy. 
The- display/convert oscillator supplies 1, 3 m. sec. conversion 
pulses to the A/D convertor every 600 m.sec. A single conversion 
is completed in under 1,3 m.sec. No sample and hold is used ahead 
of the A/D conv erto r since conversion is fast enough for the output 
signal from the multiplier to be considered stationary (multiplier 
l.p. filter cut off frequency~ O, 7 Hz). The display is blanked 
during the conversion time to eliminate segment flicker but since 









-;ra..-t /rte> f 
C.ou..,."'I e. -r-
(..c.>'l"'lf\fa't"''-' 1'i>r 
The A/D convertor it s elf is a digital-ramp system using 
Co 't'\ \Jt-r5 10\\ 
e-o -r\e.ti:_ ojr . 
'no\d 
c:.I is--p \"'y 
1/p. 
low co st CMOS count ers which p e rform as coun ters, "display l at ches" 
and D/ A 1 ad de r network drivers . A convert pulse starts a conversion 
cycle by trigge ring the monostable an d pre s etting 0 in the counter. 












count by eliminating an inverteL) Th e convert signal also enables 
the gated clock which is counted by the cascaded binary coded 
decimal and binary counters. Wh en the output current from the 
D.A. converter (Iref) equals the input current signal (I . = V. /R) 
in in 
the comparator gates the oscillator off stopping the counter. 
A binary rath er than a b.c.d. counter is u sed for the most 
significant digit to allow. the converter to over-range without 
giving an erroneous output. The gated oscillator operates at a 
frequency of about 100 KHz. Hence the 1,3 m.sec. wide conversion 
pul se gates the oscillator off on an over-range s i gnal limiting the 
maximum count to about 130, vhich is below 1 59 where the counter 
would start from zero once more. 
The 74 C48 decoder. uniqu e ly d ecodes outputs above 99 al though 
these outputs look unusual on the disp lay . Unlike the equival ent 
74 TTL decoder this decoder has on chip transistor d riv ers for 
l.e.d. displays. The cisp_lays used are rec ently intro duced 
l ow-current or.ange 1. e. d. displays which give adequ ate brightness 
at 3 m A/ s e gm en t . 
The counters have "st andard " 74C output characteri.sti c s 
which, from measurements done on a number of different gates and 
counters , me ans initial slope r esistances of about 200 .n. for 
p channel transistors and 1 20 .(L for n channel transistors 
(m easured at V = 15 V and T ~ 20°C). Th ese resistances 
cc a 
intr oduce errors into the ladder n etwo rk making 4.0 K lo ads 
about the minimum for an 8-bit accuracy. (lo ad = 40 K, R = 15 K 
2R = 30 K) Th e ladd er n e twork has two additional resistances 
( 1 50 ...n_ and 68 .n... ) to reduce errors from this sourc e . (S ee fig. 5. 31) 
The ratio matching required in the resi s tors of the two most 
significant bit s of the l adder network is about 0,1% with ratio 
accuracy requir ed decreasing by a factor of two for each 












The A/D convertor. should S'trictly have its comparator's zero 
input offset by t L.S.B. This would be easy to do with one. 
addi ti.anal resistor .. but this was not ac.tually incorporated since 
the curve-fit circuitry has a varLable offset control (set zero 
flow). 
Measured linearity of the convertor. was better than 1/3 L •. S.B. 
over fuLl range of inputs. A 301 op-amp without compensation was 
used as comparator since this has low power consumption and permits 
easy output clamping to the CMOS logic levels. Sep·arate earth rails 
for logic and analogue signals are used with a shorting-link 
mnnecting the earths at only one point. This is useful if the 
A/D convertor is to be ccnne.cted for po si ti ve inputs or for P:lus 
or minus inputs (off.set coding) which c.an be easily imp_lemented by 
changing the analogue. signal earth and the regulated CMOS po"·er. 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The timing circuitry used for controlling the measurement 
sequence could have used purpose-designed timers (555, 3905 etc ) 
or CMOS gat'es but a low.-cost quad comp_arator package was u sed 
instead. This has the advantages of lower power consumption and 
a single p a ckage. Spare comparators can be used for other functions 
such as indicating low· battery voltage. Time intervals are 
generated using an astable multi vibrator with unequal mark-space 
ratio. A monostable and gating logic then ensure the correct 
sequence of operations for the rest of the. circuitry. This 
logic circuitry ensures that an A/D conversion is complete before 
sw.i tching to the_ 'hold-disp_lay/measure-ternp_erature mode. The 
circuitry latch es the A/D convertor' s o s cillator in the hold-
display condition via a diode gate to the oscillator's input. 
(S ee fig. 5. 41) . N AND gates are. us ed instead of AND gates to 
reduce the variety of integrated ci rcuits used. (Package count 
is the same for either cas e .) Resistor diode networks are used 
to clamp t h e log i c signals at the 15 vo lt l evel to the 8.5 volt 
level of the A/D convertor. The timing circuit disables the 
int ernal o s cillator of the bridge circuit . The internal 
oscillator is meant for test purposes when no external timin6 con-

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5 . 5 
Tracking Volt age Regulators 
Conventional monolithic voltage regulators require an input-
output voltage difference of several volts to op er ate satisfactorily. 
This is a result of the emitter follower output configuration 
universally us e d and the poor saturation characteristi.cs of the 
monolithic output transistors . In contrast the 15- volt regulators 
designed h ere u se common emitter output stages whi ch wil l operate 
down to an input-output voltage of < 300 mV at 60 mA. A 723 
monolithic r egul ator provides the ref erence volt ag e for the + 15 
volt and t 8 . 5 volt outputs . The - 15 volt output tracks the 
+ 1 5 volt rail . 
+'W 
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Simp l ified Regulator Diagram 
The operational amplifiers and the 723 reference sourc.e op e r ate from 
the regulated outputs improving supply rejection and regulation . 
This configuration has the disadvantage of having two stable states, 
one providing a regulat ed output and the other with zero outp ut! 
Fortun ate l y the l eve l shifting zenn er diod e s en sure that und e r zero 
output condition s the output transistor is bi ased so th at the 
r egulator always switch es on and goes into the regulating state . 
The zenner diode l eve l - shifting circ u itry limits the maximum input 
voltage at which the output i s still r egulated to about 24 volts . 
The amplii'i e r of the 723 is us ed to r egul ate the 8 . . 5 volt 
output via a discre te transistor conn ected as an emi tter follower . 












of about 200 mV at 60 mA compared to about 1 volt minimum if the 
regulator's own transistor had been used in this position. 
The decoupling capacitors at various points in the circuit 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Transform erless Inverter 
A rechargebale battery supply is used to eliminate any possibility 
of micro shock due to earth leakage or earth loops. A 555 timer 
connected as a mu ltivibrator drives a high current buffer feeding 
two voltage doub lers. F eedback from the output of one of the 
voltage doubl ers adjusts the mark-space ratio of the multi vibrator 
to preregul a te both positive outputs. This extends the battery life. 
The negative output is not preregulated as this would comp_licate the 
design unn ecessari.l y as the power drawn from the negative sup_p_ly 
is less than that drawn from the positive supply. To improve 
effici_ency high current gold bonded germanium junction diodes are 
used in the voltage doubler as they offer a much lower forward 
voltage drop than silicon di.odes. Low resistance wiring in the 
voltage doublers and low E.S.R. cap_acitors are necessary to charge 
the capacitors rapidly and reduce . losses due to large peak currents. 
The output saturation characteri s tics of the 555 timer are poor near. 
the positive supp l y rail. To improve the situation the "bootstrap p_ed" 
1K2 resistor is added enab ling the emitters of the 2N2219_A transistors -
to be driv en much closer_ to the positive supply rai_]_, 
feedloac.k 
1sv 
.----+---------------i v.\'r "~ e 
Of\/ • 
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The lower voltage positive tap is used for driving the light-
emi tting diode display and analo gue-to-di g ital converter . 
This reduces the power consumed by the display by a half but 
~ans a small amount of clamping circuitry is necessary to 
l evel shift lo g ic si gnals at 15 V to 8.5 V. 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Different configurations for self-balancing constant-temperature 
bridge circuits are possible :-
In these circuits with zero output from the operational amplifiers, 
the posi tive feedback exceeds the negative feedback. Under these 
conditions the output from the amplifier rises until the 
thermistor's resistance dropsx suff ici ent ly for the negative 




The_ thermistor is maintained at constant re.sistance and hence 
at constant temperature. 
Circuit A has the advantage that one side of the thermistor 
i _s grounded making probe construction simp_ler and reducing noise 
p _roblems. However, circuits C and D and E off.er ground referred 
signals for the multiplier. Circuits D and E also maJce lower 
d emands on the C . .M.R.R . of the amp_lifiers . One problem with the 
dual-amplifier bridge circuits D and E is that the saturation 












characteristics of the amp_lifiers do not match on negative and 
positive outputs and, depending on the choice of resistance values, 
latch condition s at switch- on are likely to occur unless clamping 
circuitry is added . After constructing both dual and single 
amp_lifier designs, circuit Aw.as finally used be.cause of the 
advantages of having one side of the thermistor grounded . 
Temp eratur e-comp ensating the bridge. so that a constant-
temper atur e- d ifference is maintained requires an additional 
thermistor probe. The simple s t way of achieving this is to us~ 
a thermistor for R
2 
with a v ery much larger resistance. than the 
flow sensor so that self dissipation is small and the second sensor 
does not sense flow. This requires a thermistor with exactly the 
same increm ental temp erature co efficient as the flow sensor but 
with at le a s t 100 times the r es istance . Obtaining such th e rmistors 
is a probl em . A bett e r method is to use two similar th ermistors 
with the voltage to the temperature sensor reduced by a resistive 
divider . It can be. shown that the temperature comp_ensation 
of£ered by these methods is not complete 
be:cau s e o f the t hermistor's 
resistanc e--temp erature characteristics. 
The comp_ensation is adequate for a 
restricted temp erature range . 
The final circuit (fig. No . 5 . 71) desi gned d o es not use. two 
sensor s but a sin g le sensor which i s alternately used to measure 
temper atur e an d flow. A fi e ld effect transi stor is used as 
volt age-con tro lled re s i stance replacing the temperature- sensing 
thermistor . A grossly simplified diagr am is shown here :-
-t\SV 












In the temperature measure mode the voltage across the 
thermistor is small minimizing self heating.(Current to the bridge 
under thi.s condition comes from the positive rail.) The output 
from the bridge amplifier is connected via the sample/hold to the 
F.E.T. 's gate adjusting the F.E.T. 's resistance until the bridge 
balances. In the flow measure mode the voltage at the gate of the 
F. E.T. is maintained constant by the samp_le/hold and the bridge is 
unbalanced by switching in a resistance in par all el with one of 
the bridge resistors. Feedback round the op-amp then maintains-
the temperature of the thermistor constant. The diode shown in 
the diagram is necessary to ensure. the. amplifier output is always 
positive after switch-on since the circuit has two possible stable. 
states with either a positive or a negative. output depending on 
transient conditions at switch-on. The original design used a 
cadmium sulphide photo-cell and L. E. D. for the temperature-
·compensating voltage controlled resistance. This was found 
totally unsatisfactory due to the self dissipation of the photo-
cell changing its resistance. The F.E.T. voltage-controlled 
r_,esistance finally used was "linearised" by reducing maximum 
voltage across the F.E.T. with a resistive divider and applying 
feedback from the drain to gate. This introduced problems because 
_the: voltage across the bridge_ is very small. in the temperature mode 
and the. voltage to the op-amp input is then attenuated by a factor 
of fifteen. Thus a very low drift low offset op-a'!lp is required . 
A carefully nulled 725 op- amp_ was used in this position but a better 
choice would be the. laser-trimmed monolithic. precision mono . OP-07. 
The 308 used in the bridge as a buffer should also be selected 
with an offset of less than 0,5 mV (or a mono OP-07 could be used 
here V L. 27f1V) . 
OS 
The attenuation could probab l y be reduced 
since the final linearity of the F. E.T. -resi stance. was found to 
be extr em ely good . ( .6R< 1 % f o r V ds from 0 to 1, 6 Volt.) 
The F.E.T. u sed in this position should have as large a value 
of v as possible combined with as high an Rds{on) as possible p 
( i. e. a low 1 dss) · Unfortunately the joint distribution of 
I and V dss p 













having low Rds(on) (high Id ) • 
SS 
The F.E.T; specified has a 
fairly accurate square law characte'ristic mali::ing linearisation 
r .easonably accurate despite the low value of v. 
p 
Feedback from 
the drain to gate was applied between a point at the same p·otential 
as the drain to avoid upsetting bridge balance. at very low voltages. 
(See fi g . 5 . 71.) 
The sample-and-hold circuitry {fig.5.71) achieves a low drift 
rate of 3 mV /minute at room temper ature. To achieve this figure 
low leakage capacitors, teflon standoff insulators and F. E.T. 
buffered op-amp were used. The drain-gate leakage of the F.E.T. 
buffer is substantially reduced by operating with a low. drain to 
gate voltage (See. Siliconix data book, 1974.) Low resi stanc.e quad 
CMOS switches are. used for switching. The 100 K resistive "clamp" 
to ground b etween two of the switches reduces the voltage across 
the CMOS switch minimising leakage to the hold capaci.tor. A 
number of clamp_ diodes around the CMOS switches are necessary to 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































o. Temp erature Compensation Calculations 
Consider the simplified bridge circuit shown :-




Now; if the bridge is fir st balanced with R
2 
(i.e. in temp_erature 
mode) and a re sistance is switched in parallel with R
3 
(i.e. in flow. 
mode) s o that R
3 
becomes R3 , then Rth changes to Rth due to 
self heating and rebalances the bridge. 
Rewriting the balanced condition equation ( 6.11) fo r the second case 
and then combining the equations 
6.12 = 
This equation shows the temperature compensation is perfect 
if the increm ental re s i s t ance/temperature charact eristic of 
the thermi s tor is a linear function of temperature . 
The thermistor resistance/temperature characteristic can be 












A, B constants · 
T temperature in °K 
• • • • • • 6. 13 
Measurement s on the S.T.C. thermistor (U 23US) from 22°c to 42° c 
showed that thi s 1 aw was ob eyed within the accuracy of the measuring 
equipment ( ~0, 2% ). T.he constant A depends on the particular 
thermistor t:.sed (tolerance is of the order of 10% for un s elected 
thermistors) while B is quoted as 2900 for this thermistor. 
Since the thermistor law is not linear temperature compensation 
will not be perfect. We can calculate the errors introduced into 
measuring the power injected if w.e calculate the change in temperature 
difference probe to tissue. set up by this temp erature comp_ensation 
system for a range of temperatures. 
directly with AT. 
Power injected will vary 
Assume the tis sue tempe rature is T
2 






): and at another tissue temperatu.re. T
4 








Corresponding thermistor resistances are RT , RT , RT , RT 
2 1 4 3 
respectively. 
From 6.12 and 6.13 








and AeB/Tl AeB/T3 which simplifies to 
AeB/Trz;= AeB/T4 
1 1 1 1 6.14 
= 
Tl T2 ' T3 T.4 
or TlT2 T3T4 = T. -1 T2 T -3 T4 
(Notice th at th e t emp er atur e compen sat i on i s ind epend ent of the. 











by thermistor ageing which can be a serious problem with 
microbead thermistors.) 
68. 
Using equation 6 . 14 the percentage change in ~T was calculated 
0 
for a range of temperatures around 37 C. ( Tab l e 6 .11) 
Tl DT % change in 6. T 
from value at 37°C 
42 2 . 582 :r. 26:' 
4 1 2 . 566 2.60 
40 2 . 549 1. 95 
39 2.532 1. 30 
3R 2 . 516 0. 64 
37 2 • . 5 Table 6 . 11 
36 2 . 48 - 0. 65 
35 2 . 47 1. 29 
34 2.452 1. 93 
33 2.436 2. 57. 
32 2.420 - 3 . 21 
It' appears that the error introduced by the temperature 
compensation system is small for a limited range of temperatures . 
However, it should be noted that the error is larger than this 
since · it is the change. in thermal conductivity which is measured. 
If the probe is placed in a position wh er:.e the perc entage change 
in inject ed power (i.e . therm a l conductivity incr ement ) is small, 
the error will be v ery much larger . 
In the liver for an "average" placement the actual error mi g ht be 
two to three times that indicat ed in the table . x Slightly 
better temp erature compensation can be obtained by switching yet 
another resistance into the bridge circuit ( in series with the 
F.E . T. ' s drain - fig . 5.71). A better way would probably be to 
reco rd the samp l e llild hold output simultaneously with the 
multip lier outp ut llild apply a small corr ection factor l ater if 
precise results are r equired . 












Summary The temperature comp_ensation used in the equipment designed 
provides temperature compensation independent of the thermistor's 
actual r .esistance, eliminating errors due to thermi.stor ageing 
and making different probes electrically interchangeable. 
Thermistor ageing appear_s to be a fairly ser:.ious p_roblem with 
other systems sinc ff one of the leading sup~liers of precision 
thermistors (Yellow Springs Instruments) wi.11 not at p_resent 
supply hypodermic-mount ed thermistors because of the diff1cul ty 
of manufacturing microbead thermistors with a good long-term drift 
performance. Temperature compensation is adequate provided the 
thermal conduc.ti.vi ty increment to be measured is not too small. 
Other temperature-comp_ensation schemes for thermistor bridge 













7. Experimental Work 
Experim ental work reported here i s fairly limited and is l arge l y of a 
qualit at ive nature . This was due both to lack of time and to my lack 
of knowledge of physiology which meant I was not able to set up in vitrio 
experim ents for calibration tests on isolated organs. 
Tests w.ere carried out at the University of Cape Town's Medical 
Scho o l with facilities kindly organised by Dr Rosemary Hickman. 
The fi r st tests performed were to asse ss practical problems in using 
the equipment. The p_robe was used on a number of rats under deep 
ether anaesthesia . The probe was introduced e i t her into the kidney 
or the 1 iv er • The probe was found to be unsatisf actory for u s e 
on the k idneys du e to the smal l size of the kidneys used (A number 
of the ra.ts were not fully grown) and a smaller probe needle wou ld 
be ~ improvement. In the liver the p r obe produced much more 
reproduc eabl e r e sults al though again a small er probe would have been 
much eas ier to u se . 
Where the probe was used a number of times in the sam e liver 
readings were similar from s ite to s ite al though ble eding due to 
prob e damage soon caused this to drop off. Temp erature changes 
did sometimes c ause artifacts especially at death when the temperature 
dropped r apidly to room temperature. The equipment at this stage 
lad a time froJ'll one temper ature check to the next of about 40 se cs 
and this was subsequently shortened to 16 secs to reduce. artifacts 
due to r api d t emperature changes . 
Re sults of th~se tests (Gra~h 7.11) s ho w how the thermal 
conduct ivity incremen t changes at d eath for a numb er of different 
rat s . According to Grayson's fi ndin gs eth e r anaesthesia cau ses a 
larg e reduction in flowrate through the liver. 
37 
A s ing le exp eriment subsequently produced results with more 












of about six minutes with a similar final reduction of flowrate 
at death. 
Anoth er exper im ent was p_erformed on a p_i g where the probe w.as 
placed in the ki.dney . Blood flow was stopped b y occluding the 
r enal artery . Results were poor with only small changes of thermal 
conductivity indicated by the flo wrne ter. Artifac~s could be 
introduced when a blower heater was u sed to warm the operating 
table. (Th e experimen t was carried out using the 40 sec . period 
between temperature corrections, so this should be less of a 
problem with the 16 sec period sub sequent l y used.) Grayson also 
reported worse re sult s using his probe in the kidney. A rough 
measurement of the blood flow through the renal artery at the end 
of the experiment _ was obtained by bri efly bleeding the animal. The 
indicated flowrate_ was foun d to be rather s low at about 75 ml/min . 
This corr esponds to a perfusion rate of about 1.1 ml/gm tissue 
per minute . A practical problem encountered w.as that R.F. from 
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